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if you're looking for that perfect drum
sound, slate drums 4.0 is an exceptional
choice. its drums are rock-solid, its kits
are easy to manipulate, and its sounds
are dynamic. ssd4 also gives you the

ability to save your drum sounds for any
future use. no other company can make

kits that sound like this. no other
company can do what slate drums 4.0

platinum can do. all of the music in
steven slate drums 4.0 is programmed

from scratch using slate's signature
drum processor, the slii. every drum
sound in the library is designed to be

truly compelling to the ear. the slii is at
the heart of the library, providing the
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ultimate performance chops and clarity.
it is the sound of the future, and the
future is now. i want to say right now
that even if you are an experienced

drummer, you still will not feel
comfortable with this plugin. you will be
scratching your head all the time, and

you will be unable to play in the comfort
of your home. its not because of the

sound, it is because of the control and
the simple interface. plus theres lots of
cool features that most users will not

notice or use. the ssl vintage vibe of the
ss4 is undeniable, and its hard to ignore.
yes, it is not as easy to use as a plugin
like rpads eq, but it is still simple and
easy to use. i know there are some of
you who have experience with drum

plugins, and you will still need time to
learn how to use ssd4, but trust me, its

worth it. the only problem that i had with
ssd4 is that it does not come with any

processing effects at all. you can of
course put your own effects on the

drums, but its not the best way to do it.
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it would have been a lot easier if the
ssd4 came with some effects, like a

saturation, delay, and reverb and so on.
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steven slate drums ssd4 sampler +
library platinum vst has got five new kits
in the urban/dance/house/electro genre
that are designed bu producer graffin
boice. all these kits are processed with
boutique analog gear to provide the fat
radio-ready sound which you will need
for your pop, urban as well as dance
mixes. it has been equipped with the
powerful and intuitive drum sampler
which is built from the ground up by

award-winning development team. the
ssd player is very easy as well as

intuitive to use. it has also brought a new
cymbal pack from soultone cymbals. all
in all steven slate drums ssd4 sampler +

library platinum vst is an impressive
drum sample library with more than 100
drum kits, signature mix-ready as well as
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a brand new ssd player. you can also
download drumdrops drums bundle

kontakt library. steven slate drums ssd4
sampler + library platinum vst is a

powerful sound engine for the production
of your own custom drum loops and one-

shots. it features a flexible drum
sampler, a host of drum kits, and an
amazing set of virtual instruments to
create your perfect drum track in no

time. download steven slate drums ssd4
sampler + library platinum vst kontakt

library free now. steven slate drums ssd4
sampler + library platinum vst is a

complete drum sample library with more
than 100 drum kits, signature mix-ready
as well as a brand new ssd player. all of

the kits are processed using the
boutique analog gear for providing the
fat radio-ready sound which you will
need for your pop, urban as well as

dance mixes. it has been equipped with
the powerful and intuitive drum sampler

which is built from the ground up by
award-winning development team. the
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ssd player is very easy as well as
intuitive to use. it has also brought a new
cymbal pack from soultone cymbals. all
in all steven slate drums ssd4 sampler +

library platinum vst is an impressive
drum sample library with more than 100
drum kits, signature mix-ready as well as

a brand new ssd player. you can also
download drumdrops drums bundle

kontakt library free now. 5ec8ef588b
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